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A breakthrough in quantum computing could expose every communications link. The same breakthrough could make everything secure again. What could change everything are all the events in-between.
How quantum networking could transform the internet [Status Report]
How do we turn into something computers understand? Andy Linham takes us through what a DNS is and why it matters.
The unsung Internet hero that drives top down simplicity
Great Plains Communications is expanding its fiber-optic network and rolling out gigabit-speed services in Council Bluffs.
Great Plains Communications expands fiber network in Bluffs
Service providers use their lock on neighborhoods — and a lack of rules — to take advantage of us. Here’s how to spot their tricks.
How Internet and TV providers get away with jacking up your bill
The city will study the feasibility of establishing its own fiber-to-the-home internet network, Mayor Domenic J. Sarno’s office said Wednesday. Sarno’s office issued a news release following a meeting ...
Springfield explores municipal fiber-to-the-home internet network
Victoria officials are asking local residents to fill out a survey as part of a regional push to improve internet service.
City, county pushing for better internet service
Former head of Facebook’s Southern California-based internet connectivity efforts Jin Bains is now the director at Amazon’s Project Kuiper ...
Amazon acquires Facebook's satellite internet team
When one thinks of cyber attacks on industrial networks, one often pictures advanced nation-state threat actors using sophisticated techniques. A new report indicates that the modern trend may be in ...
Low-Tech Cyber Attacks on Industrial Networks Are Up After a String of Successes
More than a decade after Cuba first began to experiment with computer networking ... s experience with the Internet. Internet-industry publications have highlighted the efforts of foreign ...
Open Networks, Closed Regimes: The Impact of the Internet on Authoritarian Rule
The city of Springfield, Mass., will now study the feasibility of establishing its own municipal fiber-to-the-home high-speed Internet network, Mayor Domenic J. Sarno’s office said Wednesday.
Springfield, Mass., Explores Municipal Fiber Network
This didn’t happen because El Salvador farmers are hoping their Blockfolio balances will go “to the moon.” This wasn’t fueled by dreams of a BTC index fund. This wasn’t about price speculation. In a ...
The Lightning Network Is Going to Change How You Think About Bitcoin
Frontier Communications (NASDAQ: FYBR) is expanding its 100 percent fiber-optic network in Texas, bringing blazing-fast speeds and reliable broadband connections to an additional 24,000 consumers in ...
Frontier® Communications is Expanding Its Texas Fiber-Optic Network to Bring Gigabit-Capable Broadband to an Additional 24,000 Consumers in 2021
Nokia’s 400G Everywhere, launched by Nokia in May last year, introduces the fifth generation of digital coherent optics for the transport network, enabling 400G Ethernet connectivity ...
Nokia’s 400G Everywhere: Optimizing IP/Optical Networks with Next Generation Coherent Optics
The Town Board voted Friday to partner with e-vergent, a Racine County-based internet provider, in a grant application for roughly half of a $5.1 million broadband ...
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WATCH NOW: Town of Paris partners with e-vergent for million dollar broadband grant
There's no question that e-commerce has exploded over the last generation. We could even say that we're now at the second human generation with e-commerce because it's been more than 25 years since ...
Buying.com Is Ready To Usher In The Second-Generation E-Commerce Revolution
According to its data published in February 2017, more than 3 billion people are connected to the internet compared ... Neural Networks (RNN) that can assist to detect fraud at initial stages across ...
Global Neural Network Software Market 2019 Size, Growth Analysis Report, Forecast to 2025
The fibre network is expected to improve internet access for more than 30 million people and help meet growing demand for regional connectivity across Central Africa, according to a statement ...
Facebook partners with tech company to build fibre network in DRC
In a recent published report, Kenneth Research has updated the market report for Consumer Network Attached Storage ...
Consumer Network Attached Storage Market 2021 Report - Trends in Technological Strategies, Business Advancements and Top-Vendor Landscape to 2030
In a recent published report, Kenneth Research has updated the market report for Wireless Mesh Network Market for 2021 ...
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